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0. Introduction



State of the art

• The importance of Mari evidence for the Chuvash linguistic history

• Chuvash-Mari contacts (mostly in the post-Mongol invasion period). Significant progress was 
made in a number of fundamental works over the 20th century (Räsänen 1920; Fedotov 
1990), but many aspects remain poorly understood.

• It is impossible to establish the Chuvash–Mari “correspondences” (rules for the sound 
substitutions in Chuvash loans into Mari) based on the current state of research – especially 
for vowels.

• The history of Chuvash vocalism is well researched and described in much detail, mainly in 
the works by O. A. Mudrak (1993, 1994, 2002, 2006). 

• To what extent is that true for the history of Mari vocalism?



• The works by E. Itkonen (1954), G. Bereczki (1994);

• A critical evaluation of these works and a new reconstruction in (Aikio 2014).  

• Aikio’s paper is rightfully seen as a big step forward in Proto-Mari reconstruction (criticism of 
resorting to “sporadic” changes; search for specific contexts in which certain phonological 
changes took place).

• Yet, both internal Mari issues and external (genealogical + areal) considerations call for a 
radical re-interpretation of the Proto-Mari vowel system (and beyond).

Reconstruction of Proto-Mari first-syllable vocalism 



• The problem cannot be solved from a Uralic perspective alone: the number of inherited lexemes in 
Mari is very limited (ca. 300–350?). Given the objective complexity of Mari historical phonology, it 
is impossible to provide a valid reconstruction solely based on the native vocabulary (cf. ca. 900 
inherited lexemes underlying the study of Chuvash historical phonology in Mudrak 1993). At the 
same time, the number of old Turkic loans in Mari exceeds 2000.

• Further progress in the Proto-Mari reconstruction requires:

• an analysis of Turkic lexemes borrowed into Late Proto-Mari;

• mutual correlation and synchronization of Mari & Volga Turkic historical phonologies.

Issues in Mari historical phonology

Solution

• a large number of Mari lexemes lack an etymology (and are still involved as etymological material 
in the Proto-Mari reconstruction)

• a large number of non-trivial correspondences between the Mari varieties that have not been 
discussed in the previous literature

• “unconditioned” split developments from Proto-Uralic to Proto-Mari

• (!) the historical phonology of Mari is not correlated with those of other languages of the Volga-
Kama Sprachbund (first of all, Chuvash and the Volga Kypchak languages).



• compiling an etymological dataset based on the Большой марийско-русский 
словарь (1990-2005) and other lexicographic sources

• focus on internal analysis (incl. morphophonology, derivational patterns, obscure 
compounds, etc.)

Primary objectives

Caveats and conventions

• a Turkological background

• the up-to-date PU reconstructions taken from overviews by A. Aikio and. M. A. 
Zhivlov

• both Mari and Volga Turkic data presented in UPA (wherever possible)

• terminology: Volga Bulghar : Old Chuvash; pre-Proto-Mari: (Late) Proto-Mari : 
Common Mari; East Mari (incl. Meadow Mari) : West Mari (incl. Hill Mari). 



1. A reconstruction of Proto-Mari 
first-syllable vowel system



The Proto-Mari close “reduced” and “full” vowels

PM *ĭ > MM i (-ə̑- in certain contexts)

HM ə

PM *i > MM i

HM i

PM *ü̆ > MM ü

HM ə (NW ə̊)

PM *ü > MM ü

HM ü

PM *ŭ > MM u

HM ə̑ (NW ə̑°)

PM *u > MM u

HM u

• Itkonen 1954: the contrast “full vs. reduced” reconstructed 
back to PM

• Bereczki 1994: reduced vowels as a result of  secondary 
“sporadic changes” + an attempt at discussing the Mari 
contrast together with very similar oppositions found in 
Chuvash & Tatar



The Proto-Mari close “reduced” and “full” vowels

PM *ĭ > MM i (-ə̑- in certain contexts)

HM ə

PM *i > MM i

HM i

PM *ü̆ > MM ü

HM ə (NW ə̊)

PM *ü > MM ü

HM ü

PM *ŭ > MM u

HM ə̑ (NW ə̑°)

PM *u > MM u

HM u

• Aikio 2014: support for Itkonen’s viewpoint + following 
observations: 



• The Mari vowel system is synchronically very similar to those of Volga Turkic 
languages (cf. esp. Hill Mari & Chuvash, esp. Northern Chuvash varieties). From a 
historical viewpoint, this should be seen as a result of convergence of the 
corresponding (originally dissimilar?) vowel systems. Shared phonological isoglosses 
must be unidirectional.

• This is not the case if we look at the current Mari reconstruction against the 
background of Volga Turkic. 

The Mari close vowels from an areal perspective



Current Mari reconstruction

*Ĭ, Ŭ > MM I, U

HM Ə (NW Ĭ, Ŭ)

*I, U > MM I, U

HM I, U (NW I, U)

The Mari close vowels from an areal perspective
Chuvash (& Volga Kypchak)

*I, U > Ĭ, Ŭ ~ Ə

*Ij, Uw > I, U

Cf.:

Ch. śə̑°rda ‘eye of a needle’ < PTk *jūrtu vs. śûrə,̑ dial. śə̑°vrə̑ ‘young of an animal’ < PTk
*jabrï.



A revised Mari reconstruction?

*I, U > MM I, U

HM Ə (NW Ĭ, Ŭ)

(at least, in some cases)

*Ij (+ *Iw?), *Uw > MM I, U

HM I, U (NW I, U)

The Mari close vowels from an areal perspective

Chuvash (& Volga Kypchak)

*I, U > Ĭ, Ŭ ~ Ə

*Ij, Uw > I, U



• Cf. the contrast between lax and tense vowels in the history of Chuvash (Mudrak 1993, 
SIGTJa 2002) and partly in the contemporary Chuvash (the opposition between the 
“plain” u (~ Upper Chuvash o) and the tense ụ (= û) emerging from old sequences with 
a glide.

• Notation: *I, *Y, *ʊ for “lax” Proto-Mari close vowels; *î, *ü̂, û for “tense” Proto-Mari 
close vowels.

A new interpretation: “lax” vs. “tense” close vowels



Old Chuvash:

Lax vs. tense close vowels in PM: evidence from Tk loanwords



Volga Kypchak:

Lax vs. tense close vowels in PM: evidence from Tk loanwords



Close vowels before inherited PM *w, *j (re-interpreted by analogy)



Other sources of PM * *î, *ü̂, û



Other sources of PM * *î, *ü̂, û



A re-interpretation of PM *å vs.*o

PM *å > MM o, HM a

PM *o > MM o, HM o

Actually, the factors that define the choice 
between *å and *o are largely identical to those 
defining the choice between lax and tense close 
vowels. 

rather *ɔ vs. *ȏ



Pre-PM *ɔ > PM *ȏ before *w in borrowed vocabulary



Pre-PM *ɔ > PM *ȏ before *w in inherited vocabulary



Other sources of PM *ȏ



Other sources of PM *ȏ



Other sources of PM *ȏ



A new phoneme: PM tense *ệ

PM *e > MM e, HM e

PM *ệ > MM e, HM i

Largely the same conditioning factors and the 
same outcome (the HM reflex of the tense vowel 
is one degree higher than the reflex of the 
equivalent lax vowel).



Pre-PM *e > PM *ệ before *j in Chuvash loans



Pre-PM *e > PM *ệ in older vocabulary 



Additional support for *ệ based on external (Chuvash) evidence



Summary of the Proto-Mari first-syllable vowel system



Summary of the Proto-Mari first-syllable vowel system

Further development in East Mari: the merger of lax and tense vowels.

In West Mari: convergence with Chuvash (especially archaic varieties spoken in Northern Chuvashia).



A phonemic representation of the native Mari vowel system



PU > pre-PM > PM

*Yj



New findings in Mari etymology I: Mari morphophonology and 
Uralic etymology



New findings in Mari etymology II: non-trivial OCh and VK loans



New findings in Mari etymology III: Volga Bulghar loans



Кугу тау! / Тавтапуç!


